Pack the Essentials
Every cat owner knows there is one rule for when you are packing to go away: whether your trip
is for business or pleasure, do not forget to pack the cat! In Pack the Essentials, players take
on the role of travelers who want to bring as many of their trusty felines with them as possible in
their suitcases. Lure cats into your luggage by using the friendly neighborhood Pack Rat
Service, who are sure to be able to help get your cats to fit amongst all of your clothing.
If your cat is anything like the Pudgy Cat, you can be sure you will wind up collecting loads of
cat toys inside your bag as well. Collect the pompom cat toys and surely you will be rewarded.
Lastly, don’t forget to complete your to do lists before you head out the door!
How many cats can you fit in your suitcase? There is only one way to find out!

Objective
Score as many points as you can by packing cats, kittens and matching clothing in your
suitcase, collecting cat toys, using the Pack Rat service, and completing To Do List tasks. Draft
and place tiles; the more essential items (aka cats) you pack, the more points you will score.
Pack the Essentials plays over 12 rounds. The player with the most points at the end of the
game wins.

How to Win
You win Pack the Essentials by scoring the most points at the end of the game. There are 6
ways to score points:
1. Pack Cats and Kittens in your suitcase
2. Have unused Pack Rats at the end of the game
3. Collect a lot of Cat Toys. The more Cat Toys you collect, the more each Cat Toy
becomes worth
4. Complete To Do List Goals
5. Fill as much of your suitcase as possible
6. Connect tiles of matching colors and have larger groups of matching colors than your
opponents or The Cat Ladies Club

Learn to Play Video
Prefer to watch and learn? Check out our how to play video on
www.pudgycatgames.com/packtheessentials ← Coming Soon
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Components

4 double-sided
suitcases

1 game mat

76 double-sided
cat/clothing tiles
(19 of each color)

72 kitten tiles
(8 1-piece per color)
(10 2-piece per color)

48 cat toys

24 pack rats

1 suitcase token
(1st player marker)

1 round tracker

4 cat tokens
(1 per player)

4 AI cards
(The Cat Ladies
Club)

24 to do lists
(12 multiplayer)
(12 solo)

1 score pad

1 d4 die

1 drawstring bag

8 reference cards
(4 gameplay
remindersdouble-sided)
(4 scoring)
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Setup

Sample 2 Player Setup

1-3 Player
A) Players select a player board (suitcase) and matching cat token. Players decide which
side of the board they wish to play on. One side is easier with 9 blacked-out spaces and
one is more challenging with 12 blacked-out spaces. Have all players set their board to
the same complexity.
B) Give each player a Game Reminder Card and a Scoring Card as well. These are just for
reference.
C) Separate the Kitten tiles into piles by color and shape. Place within reach of all players.
Place the Pack Rats and Cat Toys (pompom tokens) nearby as well.
D) Give each player 1 Pack Rat.
E) Assign the suitcase token to the first player. Whoever most recently packed a bag goes
first. In a solo game, you always go first.
F) Put the playmat in the middle of all players. When able, we suggest sitting on the same
side of the table. Put the round tracker on the “1” space at the top of the mat.
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G) Place all of the non-kitten tiles into the bag and give it a good shake. Tiles are
double-sided with clothing on one side and a cat on the other. Anything that is not a cat
is considered clothing including accessories, shoes, bags, etc. Draw four random tiles
and put them on the game mat spaces labeled Tile 1- Tile 4.
H) Separate the To Do Lists into multiplayer and solo piles according to the back of the
cards. Use the pile that matches your player count. Put the other deck back in the box.
Shuffle and randomly select 3 To Do List goals. Place them on the To Do List spaces on
the mat. Put the remaining unused To Do Lists back in the box.
I)

Shuffle The Cat Ladies Club deck. This deck simulates a 4 player game regardless of
your player count. Place this deck on The Cat Ladies Club deck space on the mat.

You are now ready to begin!

4 Player
A 4 player game is set up exactly the same as a 1-3 player game except that you will not use
The Cat Ladies Club deck, as you will not need an AI opponent.

Playing the Game 2-4 players
Pack the Essentials is played over 12 rounds. In each round, players will select a draft order,
receive any bonuses if applicable, draft a Clothing, Cat, or Kitten tile, and place the drafted tile
into their suitcase. At the end of the 12th round, scores are tallied and whoever has the highest
score wins.
At the start of each round, beginning with the starting player (the person with the Suitcase
Token) and going clockwise, all players will select their draft order by placing their Cat Token
onto the Game Mat in an empty draft position of their choice.

In this example, the Magenta Player picked their draft order 1st and chose to draft 4th. This means they will get the remaining tile when it is their turn to take a
tile, but they also get a cat toy and a pack rat. The mint player chose to draft 2nd, so they will get their choice of 3 available tiles and they will receive a cat toy.
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Having the Suitcase Token does not mean you pick the first tile! It means you pick your draft
order first. Tiles are then drafted based on draft order.
Players who choose to go earlier in the draft will have a better pick of the available tiles in the
next part of the round. Players who choose later draft picks will have more limited options of
available tiles, but will earn different bonuses such as Cat Toys and/or Pack Rats. See scoring
for more information on Cat Toys.
Once all players have selected their draft order, they retrieve any bonuses (Cat Toys/ Pack
Rats) they received based on their draft pick and add them to a pile on the top of their suitcase.
Once any applicable bonuses have been retrieved, players move into the second part of the
round: the draft.
Beginning with the person in draft position 1, players will select an available tile from the game
mat, or select a kitten, and add it to their Suitcase Board.

While the Magenta player had the first draft pick, they chose to draft last and get bonuses instead. In this example, The Cat Ladies Club drafts 1st and removes
Tile 2 (more information on The Cat Ladies Club on page 7). Tile 2 is returned to the box and will be used for scoring color majority bonuses later (see scoring
for more information). The Mint Player gains a cat toy and drafts 2nd. They choose Tile 4. They choose to play the tile clothing-side-up. The tile is placed on
the board according to the tile placement rules below.
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Rules about tile drafting and placement:
Tiles can always be played clothing-side-up for free. Should a player wish to play the tile
cat-side-up instead they must hire a Pack Rat to help them pack their suitcase more
efficiently. To hire a Pack Rat, players must turn in a Pack Rat token that they collected.
Players begin with one Pack Rat at the start of the game and can gain additional
Pack Rats by drafting 3rd or 4th.
Pack Rats do not need to be played the round they are obtained. They can be
saved for future turns if a player wishes to do so.
Once a tile is placed, it can not be flipped on a future turn, even if a Pack Rat is
obtained.

For draft pick number 3, The Cat Ladies Club removed Tile 3, leaving the Magenta player with Tile 1. The Magenta player decided to spend a Pack Rat token to
play the tile cat-side-up instead.

Tiles can be rotated and placed anywhere in the suitcase that the player would like
provided that they:
●
●

Do not overlap another tile
Do not extend beyond the edge of the board on the suitcase. All pieces
of the tile must fit within the 9x7 grid on the suitcase.
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●

Do not overlap a pre-filled space. In normal mode, each suitcase has 9
pre-filled spaces and in hard mode each suitcase has 12 pre-filled
spaces. These spaces are darker than their empty counterparts. No
portion of a tile may overlap a pre-filled space. Pre-filled spaces do
count as completed spaces when scoring To Do List Goals.

Some tiles are mirror images when flipped from clothing-side to cat-side, meaning that
as the game progresses you may find that some tiles will only fit cat or clothing-side-up,
not both ways. In these cases, it is helpful to have a Pack Rat available for use to
ensure that the player can play their tile in the direction they prefer. Additionally, not all
tiles will be used in the game. This stops the guarantee that a certain tile will show up.
Players may pick up tiles and test them out on their board should they wish before
deciding to draft. However, only one tile may be picked up at a time. Players should
move their Cat Token from the draft space to the tile space of the tile they are testing to
ensure that the tile gets returned to the proper place if it is not selected. If a player
wishes to test another tile after the first, they simply return the first tile and move their
Cat Token to the space of the next tile they wish to try.
Should a player not want to or not be able to take an available tile, they can take a kitten
tile from the pool and place that on their board instead. Kittens come in all four colors
and are either 1 or 2 piece shapes. There are 8 single space kittens of each color and
10 two space kittens of each color The player taking a kitten may select any available
kitten tile of their choice.

The Mint player had the 1st draft pick
and chose to draft 4th. The Magenta
player is unable to fit any of the
available tiles on their board, so they
choose to draft second to gain the cat
toy bonus. The Cat Ladies Club
drafts 1st and removes Tile 2.

The Magenta player drafts 2nd and
chooses to take a peach 1-piece
kitten to fill in the gap in their board
while trying to leave some bigger
spaces available for the final rounds.
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In the unlikely event that all kittens of a single shape and color are used, that
kitten is now considered no longer available and players must pick a different
available kitten.
Kittens do not require a Pack Rat to be played.
In a 1-3 player game, there will always be more draft positions available than are taken in a
round. This is where The Cat Ladies Club comes into play. The Cat Ladies Club is a group that
has come to enjoy the company of your cats. Their love and affection sometimes lure cats away
from your suitcase and into their lap instead. They will fill the spaces for any unclaimed draft
positions. During the draft phase, any time players reach a draft position that was not claimed
by a player, they must flip over a card from The Cat Ladies Club Deck. The tile that is in the
space on the Game Mat that matches the number shown on the card is removed from the game
and set into the box.
Should a card be drawn for a tile that was already drafted by another player, simply flip the next
card until you get to an available tile to remove from the game. If you have less than 3 players,
you will repeat this process for every empty draft space.
The Cat Ladies Club will ensure that whoever has the 1st draft pick always has a choice of four
tiles, whoever has the 2nd draft pick always has three tiles to pick from, whoever picks 3rd
always has two tiles available, and whoever picks 4th always only has one tile remaining.
As the colors of the tiles collected by The Cat Ladies Club will matter for scoring, it is
recommended to keep the removed tiles in piles by color in the box lid (or on the table) so that
all players can see how many of each color has been removed throughout the game. Should
any tiles remain on the game mat after all players have finished drafting, these tiles are
considered drafted by The Cat Ladies Club and are moved to the box. In a 4 player game,
there is no Cat Ladies Club and unclaimed tiles are simply removed from the game.
Once everyone has drafted and placed their Clothing, Cat, or Kitten players move on to the final
step of the round which is the reset phase. The starting player passes the Suitcase Token to
the player on their left. All players remove their Cat Tokens from the Game Mat. If using The
Cat Ladies Club deck, shuffle the cards and put them back face-down on their space on the
Game Mat. Advance the Round Tracker cat one space. Lastly, draw four new Clothing/Cat tiles
from the bag and put them on the Game Mat.
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At the end of the reset phase, you will be set up and ready to begin round 2.

You are now ready for round 2!
Continue to repeat the steps above until the end of Round 12. At that point, commence scoring
to determine a winner!

Scoring
A scorepad has been provided to help aid in scoring the game.
At the start of scoring check the To Do List goal;, players receive two Cat Toys per To Do List
goal they complete. Should multiple players tie in completing the goal, all tied players receive
two Cat Toys for that goal.
Cats - every cat in a player’s suitcase is worth five points each. Kittens do not count as cats.
Kittens - every kitten in a player’s suitcase is worth one point each.
Pack Rats - every unused Pack Rat in a player’s possession is worth one point each.
Cat Toys - Cat toys score a set amount of points based on the total number of toys collected.
The more toys collected, the more each toy is worth.
Toys
Collected

01

02

03

04

05

06

07

08

09

10

11

12

13

14

15+

Points
Earned

01

02

04

06

09

12

15

18

22

26

30

35

40

45

50
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Color Goals - Color groups score points two
ways. The first is players score one point for
each connected tile of their largest area of tiles
for each color. For example, if a player had two
groups of Magenta tiles, one that had two pieces
connected and one with three pieces connected.
That player would score 3 points for Magenta.
A note about colors: ANY tile of a certain color is
considered to be part of that color group. It does
not matter if the tile is a piece of clothing, cat, or
kitten. The size of the tile also does not matter,
each tile just counts as one regardless of how
big or small it is.
The second color group scoring is comparative
to the other players (and The Cat Ladies Club, if
they are playing). Whichever player has the
largest for each color group scores 5 points, the
2nd largest scores 2 points, 3rd largest scores 1
point. In the event of a tie, both players score
the higher amount. If a player has no tiles of a
certain color, they cannot score a majority bonus,
even if one is unclaimed. For example, in a 4r
player game, if two people collected 4 mint tiles,
one person collected 2 mint tiles, and one
person collected 0 mint tiles. The two players with 4 tiles would score 5 points each, the player
with 2 mint tiles would score 2 points, and the player with no mint tiles would score 0 points.
Note: the majority bonus points are in addition to the color group points above.
Essentially players score for their largest color group and majority bonus for each color.
So if in a 4 person game a player had 3 lavender tiles that were connected, and one that
was not, and other players had 4 connected lavender tiles, 1 lavender tile, and no
lavender tiles. The player with 3 lavender tiles would score 5 points (3 for their largest
color group and two for the majority bonus).
If The Cat Ladies Club is in play, players will need to determine if these cat-loving ladies steal
any of the majority bonus points. While the cat ladies will not actually have a score at the end of
the game (they are more interested in snuggling cats than packing them in suitcases) they can
cause a distraction and prevent players from scoring the majority points. Determine how many
cat ladies were playing based on your player count(see chart below). Divide the tiles that were
removed from the game into equal (or as equal possible) sets based on the number of tiles
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removed by The Cat Lady deck and the number of cat ladies in the chart below. Each cat lady
should have a set of magenta, lavender, peach, and mint tiles.
Number of Players

01

02

03

Number of Cat Ladies

03

02

01

For example, if playing a 1 player game and 5 peach tiles were removed, there would be
three cat ladies and two sets of two peach tiles, and one set of one peach tile.
In a 2 player game, if 5 peach tiles were removed, there would be two cat ladies, one
with two peach tiles and one with three peach tiles.
In a 3 player game, if those same five peach tiles were removed, there would be one cat
lady and she would have five peach tiles.
Compare each of these groups as though it was what a player scored for the color majority
bonus. Cat ladies do not actually score the points, they just block players from scoring them.
In that 2 player example above, if the two cat ladies scored 3 peach tiles and 2 peach tiles
respectively, and one player scored 5 peach tiles and the other scored 1 peach tile, the player
with the 5 peach tiles would score 5 points and the player with the 1 peach tile would score 0
points. This is because the cat ladies would block the 2 and 1 point scoring options as their
peach tile majority is higher than the second players.
Should that second player have scored 1 peach tile instead, they would have tied with a cat lady
for the 1 point bonus and would receive that.
Lastly, players lose one point for every empty space in their suitcase. Pre-filled spaces do not
count as empty spaces. It is theoretically possible to fill your suitcase, but almost impossible
to execute. Currently, the least amount of remaining spaces in a suitcase has been 6. Did you
get lower than that? Post a picture of your suitcase on Instagram and tag us @pudgycatgames
so we can express our admiration of your superior packing skills!
Total everything up and whoever has the highest score wins, in the event of a tie, whoever has
the least amount of empty spaces wins. In the event of another tie, whoever has the most
unused Pack Rats wins. If there is still a tie, both players should pull up the cutest cat picture
they can find and the remaining players vote for their favorite, whoever wins the vote wins the
game. Continue this until the tie is broken!
See scoring example on page 12.
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Above is a sample of a finished game that is
scored on the score sheet to the left. The cat toys
shown on the player boards are what players
received prior to scoring the To Do List goals.
Both players tied for the top goal and score two
additional cat toys. The Mint player is the only
player with a kitten touching the edge of their
suitcase, so they score the middle goal. Finally,
the Magenta player collected one more cat toy
than the Mint player during gameplay (this
excludes toys collected during To Do List Scoring),
so they receive two toys for the last goal.
For the magenta color majority bonus, The Cat
Ladies Club has two sets of tiles, a group of 5 and
a group of 4, the Mint player’s largest area of
magenta tiles is 2 and the Magenta player’s
largest area is 1. Thus, The Cat Ladies Club
takes the 5 point and 2 point bonus spots and the
Mint player gets 1 point, while the Magenta player
gets no points for the color majority bonus. The
Mint player will also score 2 points for their largest
area of magenta and the Magenta player will
score 1 point for their largest area of magenta.
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For the lavender color majority bonus, The Cat Ladies Club has two sets of tiles, a group of 4
and a group of 3, the Mint player’s largest area of lavender tiles is 2 and the Magenta player’s
largest area is also 2. The Cat Ladies Club takes the 5 point and 2 point bonus spots and the
Mint and Magenta players both get 1 point. The Mint and Magenta players will also score 2
points each for their largest area of lavender.
For the peach color majority bonus, The Cat Ladies Club has two sets of tiles, a group of 3 and
a group of 2, the Mint player’s largest area of peach tiles is 1 and the Magenta player’s largest
area is 5. The Cat Ladies Club takes the 2 point and 1 point bonus spots and the Mint player
gets 0 points, while the Magenta player gets 5 points for the color majority bonus. The Mint
player will also score 1 point for their largest area of peach and the Magenta player will score 5
points for their largest area of peach.
Finally, for the mint color majority bonus, The Cat Ladies Club has two sets of tiles, a group of 3
and a group of 2, the Mint player’s largest area of mint tiles is 4 and the Magenta player’s
largest area is 3. The Cat Ladies Club takes the 2 point and 1 point bonus spots and the Mint
player gets 5 points, while the Magenta player ties with The Cat Ladies Club for the second
largest section of mint tiles and gets 2 points for the color majority bonus. The Mint player will
also score 4 points for their largest area of mint and the Magenta player will score 3 points for
their largest area of mint.

Solo Mode
Solo mode plays very similar to a 2-3 player game with just a few differences. To get started
follow the 1-3 player setup instructions. Make sure to use the solo To Do Lists. You will also
need to grab the d4 Die. That can just be kept to the side of your suitcase.
In solo mode, you will always start the game with the Suitcase Token and get the first draft pick
in the first round of the game. Any unpicked draft positions will resolve using The Cat Ladies
Club Deck just like in multiplayer games. Meaning if you picked to draft third, you would resolve
two Cat Ladies Club actions by revealing cards and removing two tiles, leaving you with two
tiles to choose from on your turn. The fourth and final tile would then be removed after you draft
your piece.
Just like in multiplayer mode, if you draft earlier there are more tiles to pick from and if you draft
later you will get bonuses like the Pack Rats and/or Cat Toys.
Once you have taken any applicable bonuses, drafted your tile (and removed the others), set up
for the next round just like in a multiplayer game, other than passing the Suitcase on to the next
first player.
Instead, you will get to draft first on odd-numbered rounds. For even-numbered rounds, you will
roll the d4 dice twice. You cannot take those draft positions. You can pick from the other two
remaining positions. To remember what draft order spaces you cannot pick, feel free to use the
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Cat Tokens that would be used for other players to block off these locations on the draft order
spaces.
The rest of the game follows the rules of a multiplayer game. Scoring is the same as well. You
will notice that the To Do List goals are now either things you did or did not do and are not
comparative to other players, but otherwise, the game scores the same way.
Your goal is to create your highest-scoring suitcase. See how well you did, using the chart
below. Record your score from your first game and see if you can beat it in future games. For
any higher score add it to the record below!
Score

Achievement

<60

Your Fur-get to Pack the Cat

60-69

Not quite a Cat-astrophe

70-79

Paw-some Job

80-89

Feline Good

90-99

Pawsitively Great

100+

Packing Ex-purrrr-t

Purr-sonal Best
Date

Score
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